Abstract. From the works of Rauzy and Thurston, we know how to construct (multiple) tilings of some Euclidean space using the conjugates of a Pisot unit β and the greedy β-transformation. In this paper, we consider different transformations generating expansions in base β, including cases where the associated subshift is not sofic. Under certain mild conditions, we show that they give multiple tilings. We also give a necessary and sufficient condition for the tiling property, generalizing the weak finiteness property (W) for greedy β-expansions. Remarkably, the symmetric β-transformation does not satisfy this condition when β is the smallest Pisot number or the Tribonacci number. This means that the Pisot conjecture on tilings cannot be extended to the symmetric β-transformation.
Introduction
Tilings generated by substitutions and the β-transformation are well-studied objects from various points of view. Tilings from substitutions were first introduced by Rauzy in the seminal paper [Rau82] . For the β-transformation, T β x = βx mod 1, β > 1, Thurston laid the ground work in [Thu89] . The transformation T β can be used to obtain the greedy β-expansion of every x ∈ [0, 1) by iteration. The expansions obtained in this way are expressions of the form
where the digits b k are all elements of the set {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1}. Here, ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to x. The expansions that T β produces are greedy in the sense that, for each n ≥ 1, b n is the largest element of the set {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1} such that when β satisfies the finiteness property (F) defined in [FS92] by Frougny and Solomyak, which means that the set of numbers with finite greedy expansion is exactly Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1). They also showed that the origin is an inner point of the central tile in this case.
The tiles can be constructed by using two-sided admissible sequences. These are sequences · · · w −1 w 0 w 1 w 2 · · · of elements from the digit set {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1} such that each right-sided truncation w k w k+1 · · · corresponds to an expansion generated by T β . In some sense, this construction makes the non-invertible transformation T β invertible at the level of sequences. In ergodic theory, a way to replace a non-invertible transformation by an invertible one, without losing its dynamics, is by constructing a version of the natural extension. A natural extension of a non-invertible dynamical system is an invertible dynamical system that contains the original dynamics as a subsystem and that is minimal in a measure theoretical sense. Much theory about natural extensions was developed by Rohlin ([Roh61] ). He gave a canonical way to construct a natural extension and showed that the natural extension is unique up to isomorphism. Many properties of the original dynamical system can be obtained through the natural extension, for example all mixing properties of the natural extension are inherited by the original system. The tilings described above and natural extensions of T β are thus closely related concepts.
The question of whether or not Thurston's construction gives a tiling when conditions are relaxed, is equivalent to a number of questions in different fields in mathematics and computer science, like spectral theory (see Siegel [Sie04] ), the theory of quasicrystals (Arnoux et al. [ABEI01] ), discrete geometry (Ito and Rao [IR06] ) and automata ([Sie04] ). In [Aki02] , Akiyama defined a weak finiteness property (W) and proved that it is equivalent to the tiling property. He also stated there that it is likely that all Pisot units satisfy this condition (W). It is thus conjectured that we get a tiling of the appropriate Euclidean space for all Pisot units β. This is a version of the Pisot conjecture, which is discussed at length in the survey paper [BS05] by Berthé and Siegel. Classes of Pisot numbers β satisfying (W) are given in [FS92, Hol96, ARS04, BBK06] .
The transformation T β is not the only transformation that can be used to generate number expansions of the form (1) dynamically. In [EJK90] , Erdős et al. defined the lazy algorithm that also gives expansions with digits in the set {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1}. In [DK02] , Dajani and Kraaikamp gave a transformation, which they called the lazy transformation, that generates exactly these expansions in a dynamical way. This transformation is defined on the extended interval 0, ⌈β⌉−1 β−1 . Pedicini ([Ped05] ) introduced an algorithm that produces number expansions of the form (1), but with digits in an arbitrary finite set of real numbers A. He showed that if the difference between two consecutive elements in A is not too big, then every x in a certain interval has an expansion with digits in A. These expansions generalize the greedy expansions with digits in {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1}, and are thus called greedy β-expansions with arbitrary digits. In [DK08] , a lazy algorithm is given by Dajani and the first author, that can be used to get lazy expansions with arbitrary digits. In the same article, both a greedy and lazy transformation are defined to generate expansions with arbitrary digits dynamically. Another type of transformations that generate expansions like (1), but with digits in {−1, 0, 1}, is given in [FS08] by Frougny and the second author. It is shown there, among other things, that for specific β > 1 and α > 0, the transformation T : [−βα, βα) → [−βα, βα) defined by T x = βx − ⌊ x 2α + 1 2 ⌋ provides β-expansions of minimal weight, i.e., expansions in which the number of non-zero digits is as small as possible. These expansions are interesting e.g. for applications to cryptography.
In this paper, we consider a class of piecewise linear transformations with constant slope, that contains all the transformations mentioned above. By putting some restrictions on β and on the digit set, we can mimic the construction of a tiling of a Euclidean space, as it is given in [Aki02] . We establish some properties of the tiles we obtain by this construction and state conditions under which these tiles give a multiple tiling.
In Section 2, we define the class of transformations that we will be considering and characterize of the set of admissible sequences for these transformations. For the greedy β-transformation, this characterization was first given by Parry ([Par60] ) and depends only on the expansion of 1. In our case, we have to consider the orbits of all the endpoints of the transformation. In this section, we impose only very mild restrictions on β and the digit set. In Section 3, we construct a version of the natural extension of the non-invertible transformation under consideration. We look in detail at the domain of the natural extension and give some examples of natural extensions. All this is done under the assumption that β is a Pisot unit and that the digit set is contained in Q(β). We also show that the set of points with eventually periodic expansion is Q(β), and that the points with purely periodic expansion are characterized by the natural extension domain. In Section 4, we define tiles in R d−1 , where d is the degree of β, and show that almost every point is contained in the same finite number of tiles, i.e., the construction gives a multiple tiling. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the multiple tiling to be a tiling, generalizing the (W) property. The tiling property is also equivalent to the fact that the natural extension domain gives a tiling of the torus T d , which in turn allows to determine any digit in the expansion of a number without knowing the previous digits. For the examples of natural extensions defined in Section 3, we discuss whether they form tilings or multiple tilings. We also find quasi-periodic tilings where the underlying shift space is non-sofic and which are not self-affine in the sense of [Pra99] and [Sol97] . In some examples, some tiles consist of a single point or of countably many points and have therefore zero Lebesgue measure.
Remarkable examples of double tilings come from the symmetric β-transformation defined by Akiyama and Scheicher ([AS07]), for two Pisot units β: the Tribonacci number and the smallest Pisot number. This means that the Pisot conjecture cannot be extended to the symmetric β-transformation. It is unclear why the Tribonacci number and the smallest Pisot number give double tilings while many other Pisot units give tilings, and it is possible that getting more insight into this question may lead to a proof or a disproof of the Pisot conjecture.
Admissible sequences
Throughout the paper, we consider transformations T : X → X defined by T x = βx − a for x ∈ X a , a ∈ A, where A is a finite subset of R, X is the disjoint union of non-empty bounded sets X a ⊂ R, and β > 1. We are interested in the digital expansions generated by T , as defined in Definition 2.1. We denote by A ω the set of right infinite sequences with elements in A, and by the lexicographical order on A ω .
Definition 2.1 (T -expansion, T -admissible sequence). Let T be as in the preceding paragraph. For x ∈ X, the sequence
Note that T x = βx − b 1 (x), so x = (b 1 (x) + T x)/β, and inductively
for all n ≥ 1. Since X is bounded, we have lim n→∞ (T n x)β −n = 0 and thus x = ∞ k=1 b k (x)β −k . Therefore, we define the value of a sequence u = u 1 u 2 · · · ∈ A ω by .u = k≥1 u k β −k . A first characterization of T -admissible sequences is given by the following lemma.
Theorem 2.5 provides a simpler characterization, when T satisfies some additional conditions. Lemma 2.3. Let x, y ∈ X and assume that sup X a ≤ inf X a ′ for all a < a ′ . Then we have
Proof. Clearly, b(x) = b(y) is equivalent to x = y. So we can assume that there exists some
, we obtain that
. This proves the lemma.
From now on, we assume that the sets X a are finite unions of left-closed, right-open intervals and that T X = X, i.e., that a∈A T X a = a∈A (βX a − a) = X. Definition 2.4 (Left-, right-continuous β-transformation). Let β > 1, let A be a finite subset of R, X be the disjoint union of non-empty sets X a , a ∈ A, where each X a is a finite union of intervals [ℓ i , r i ) ⊂ R, i ∈ I a , and a∈A (βX a − a) = X. Then we call the map T : X → X defined by T x = βx − a for all x ∈ X a , a ∈ A, a right-continuous β-transformation.
The corresponding left-continuous β-transformation T : X → X is defined by T x = βx − a for x ∈ X a , where X a = i∈Ia (ℓ i , r i ] for each a ∈ A and X = a∈A X a . For x ∈ X, the T -expansion of x is denoted byb(x).
Note that Lemma 2.3 also holds for X and the sequencesb(x).
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a right-continuous β-transformation, where each X a , a ∈ A, is a single interval [ℓ a , r a ), and r a ≤ ℓ a ′ if a < a ′ . Let T be the corresponding left-continuous β-transformation. Then a sequence u = u 1 u 2 · · · ∈ A ω is T -admissible if and only if
A sequence u = u 1 u 2 · · · ∈ A ω is T -admissible if and only if
Proof. We will prove only the first statement, since the proof of the second one is very similar. (3) holds. For the other implication, suppose that u satisfies (3) and set x k = .u k u k+1 · · · for all k ≥ 1. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that
Then we have
where we have used that {x k : k ≥ 1} is bounded and that lim n→∞ s n (k) = ∞. Similarly, we can show that x k ≥ ℓ u k for all k ≥ 1, hence the theorem is proved.
Remark 2.6. With the assumptions of Theorem 2.5, we have
Remark 2.7. In all our examples, the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are fulfilled and X is a halfopen interval, the sets X a are thus consecutive half-open intervals. However, the more general Definition 2.4 is needed at several points in this paper, e.g. in the proof of Proposition 4.6, for the transformation T Y in Section 4.5.2 and when we restrict T to the support of its invariant measure.
Example 2.8. Consider the classical greedy β-transformation, T β x = βx mod 1. This fits in the above framework if we take A = {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1}, X a = a β , a+1 β for a ≤ ⌈β⌉ − 2, X ⌈β⌉−1 = ⌈β⌉−1 β , 1 . Parry gave a characterization of the T β -admissible sequences in [Par60] . It only depends on the T -expansion of 1, since T ℓ a = 0 for every a ∈ A and T r a = 1 for a ≤ ⌈β⌉ − 2. The transformation T is sometimes called quasi-greedy β-transformation.
The lazy β-transformation with digit set A = {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1} is given by T , where ℓ 0 = 0, r a = ℓ a+1 = 1 β ⌈β⌉−1 β−1 + a for 0 ≤ a ≤ ⌈β⌉ − 2 and r ⌈β⌉−1 = ⌈β⌉−1 β−1 . For the lazy β-transformation, the characterization of the expansions depends only on the T -expansion of ⌈β⌉−β β−1 . Example 2.9. Let β > 1, A = {a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a m }, with 0 = a 0 < a 1 < · · · < a m satisfying (4) max
The greedy β-transformation with digit set A, as defined in [DK08] , is obtained by setting X ai = Ped05] and guarantees that a∈A (βX a − a) = X. The expansions given by this transformation are exactly the expansions obtained from the recursive algorithm that Pedicini introduced in [Ped05] . He also gave a characterization of all these expansions, similar to Theorem 2.5. Similarly to Example 2.8, only the expansionsb(a i+1 − a i ), 0 ≤ i < m, play a role in this characterization.
Example 2.10. The linear mod 1 transformations are maps from the interval [0, 1) to itself, given by T x = βx + α mod 1 with β > 1 and 0 ≤ α < 1. They are well-studied, see for example [Hof81, FL96, FL97a, FL97b] . We obtain these transformations by taking A = {−α, 1 − α, . . . ,
If we set α = 0, then this is the classical greedy β-transformation.
Example 2.11. In [FS08] , some examples of specific transformations generating minimal weight expansions are given. These transformations are symmetric (up to the endpoints of the intervals) and depend on two parameters, β > 1 and α, which lies in an interval depending on β. They fit into the above framework by taking A = {−1, 0, 1} and setting
and X 1 = [α, βα). Suppose that an x ∈ X has a finite expansion, i.e., that there is an N ≥ 1 such that b n (x) = 0 for all n > N . Then the absolute sum of digits of x is , . . . ,
, and
ℓ0= 0 r0= ℓ1 r1= ℓ2 r2= ℓ3 r3
, α = 1/2, minimal weight Remark 2.13. From now on, we will consider only right-continuous β-transformations. By symmetry, all results can be easily adapted to the corresponding left-continuous β-transformations.
We will use the set of T -expansions to construct a natural extension and a multiple tiling for T . Therefore, we define the set
which is invariant under the shift but not closed. The closure of S, which we denote byS, is the shift space consisting of the two-sided infinite sequences u ∈ A Z such that every finite sequence u k u k+1 · · · u n is the prefix of some T -expansion. Hence,S is similar to the β-shift. If the conditions of Theorem 2.5 are satisfied, then we have
and the following condition forS being sofic. Recall that a shift is sofic if its elements are the labels of the two-sided infinite walks in a finite graph, see [LM95] .
Proposition 2.14. Let T be as in Theorem 2.5. ThenS is a sofic shift if and only if b(ℓ a ) and b(r a ) are eventually periodic for all a ∈ A.
Proof. LetS be sofic and G the corresponding finite graph. By Theorem 3.3.2 in [LM95] , we can assume, w.l.o.g., that G is right-resolving, i.e., that, for every vertex v in G and any a ∈ A, there exists at most one edge labeled with a starting in v. (In the language of automata, this means that the automaton is deterministic.) For every a ∈ A, b(ℓ a ) is the lexicographically smallest T -admissible sequence starting with a. Since G is finite, the lexicographically smallest label of a right-infinite walk in G is eventually periodic, thus b(ℓ a ) is eventually periodic. Similarly,b(r a ) is eventually periodic as the lexicographically largest label of a right-infinite walk in G. Now, let b(ℓ a ) andb(r a ) be eventually periodic for all a ∈ A. Then (6) implies that the collection of all follower sets inS is finite, thusS is sofic by Proposition 3.2.9 in [LM95] .
3. Natural extensions 3.1. Geometric realization of the natural extension and periodic expansions. Our goal in this section is to define a measure theoretical natural extension for the class of transformations defined in the previous section, under suitable assumptions on β and the digit set. This natural extension will allow us to define a multiple tiling of some Euclidean space. The set-up for this multiple tiling is similar to the one Thurston gave in [Thu89] for the classical greedy β-transformation.
Let β > 1 be a Pisot unit with minimal polynomial
and β 2 , . . . , β d its Galois conjugates. Thus, |β j | < 1 and |c d | = 1. Set β 1 = β. Let M β be the companion matrix
, and if β k is the complex conjugate of β j , then the entries of v k are the complex conjugates of the entries of v j .) Let H be the hyperplane of R d which is spanned by the real and imaginary parts of v 2 , . . . ,
, where Q(β) denotes, as usual, the smallest field containing Q and β.
, with S as defined in (5), will be our natural extension domain.
Define the maps Φ : Q(β) → H and Ψ :
For left-infinite sequences w = (w k ) k≤0 ∈ ω A, we set
The set X = ψ(S) is the disjoint union of the sets X a = ψ({(u k ) k∈Z ∈ S : u 1 = a}), a ∈ A. Therefore, we can define a transformation T : X → X by
We have indeed T X = X since, if we denote by σ the left-shift, then σS = S and
Define the projection π 1 : R d → R by π 1 (x) = x if x = xv 1 + y for some y ∈ H, and let π : X → R be the restriction of π 1 to X. Then we have
Lemma 3.1. The set Y is compact, and
Proof. The setS is a closed subset of the compact metric space A Z , henceS is compact. Since ψ :S → R d is a continuous function, Y = ψ(S) is compact and thus Lebesgue measurable. A sequence (u k ) k∈Z ∈S is not in S if and only if there exists some k ∈ Z such that u k u k+1 · · · is the limit of T -admissible sequences and u k u k+1 · · · is not T -admissible, i.e., there exists k ∈ Z such that .u k u k+1 · · · is on the (right) boundary of X u k . Since there are only finitely many such points, the set of sequences u 1 u 2 · · · with this property is countable, which implies that
, and X is a Lebesgue measurable set with
There are several ways to show that
, q ∈ Z, and thus
We use the following two theorems, which are interesting in their own right.
The first theorem generalizes a result by Ito and Rao ([IR05]).
Theorem 3.2. Let T be a right-continuous β-transformation as in Definition 2.4 with a Pisot unit β and A ⊂ Q(β). Then the T -expansion of x ∈ X is purely periodic if and only if x ∈ Q(β) and Ψ(x) ∈ X.
In the proof of this theorem and later, (
ω denotes a block of digits repeated to the right,
Now, take an x ∈ Q(β) with Ψ(x) ∈ X, and set x 0 = Ψ(x). Since T is surjective, for each k ≥ 0 there exists an x k+1 ∈ X with T x k+1 = x k . Let q ∈ Z be such that Ψ(x) and Ψ(a) are in q
is an integer matrix, and we obtain
The set X is bounded, hence we must have x k+n = x k for some k ≥ 0, n ≥ 1. This yields T n x k+n = x k+n , which implies
Note that this theorem gives a nice characterization of rational numbers with purely periodic T -expansions, since we have Γ j (x) = x for x ∈ Q and thus Ψ(x) = xe 1 = (x, 0, . . . , 0)
t . The following theorem was proved by Frank and Robinson ([FR08] ) for a slightly smaller class of transformations, and generalizes the result by Bertrand ([Ber77] ) and Schmidt ([Sch80] ) for the classical β-transformation. Note that we do not need here that |det M β | = 1 since we are only looking at the forward orbit of x under T . Theorem 3.3. Let T be a right-continuous β-transformation as in Definition 2.4 with a Pisot number β and A ⊂ Q(β). Then the T -expansion of x ∈ X is eventually periodic if and only if x ∈ Q(β).
which is clearly in Q(β).
For the other implication, let x ∈ Q(β) ∩ X. Extend the transformation T to
We assume now again that β is a Pisot unit.
Proof. It can be easily seen from the structure of M β that every x ∈ Q d can be written in a unique
can be written in a unique way as
, respectively, then we have z k ∈ Z in the above decomposition.
Proof. Since Y is compact and q −1 Z d is a lattice, it suffices to show that
with T z k+1 = z k for all k ≥ 0. Extend T to Xv 1 + H, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. By the bijectivity of Ψ, we have
is eventually periodic. Together with Theorem 3.2, this gives
, and the same clearly holds for y. Since X ⊂ Y , the lemma is proved.
Let B be the Lebesgue σ-algebra on X and B the Lebesgue σ-algebra on X. We want to prove that the system ( X, B, λ d , T ) is a version of the natural extension of the system (X, B, µ, T ), where the measure µ on (X, B) is defined by µ = λ d • π −1 . In order to do this, we need to show that there are sets N ∈ B and M ∈ B, such that all the following hold.
(
(ne2) The projection map π : X \ N → X \ M is measurable, measure preserving and surjective.
where
(A map that satisfies (ne1)-(ne3) is called a factor map.)
which proves the lemma.
Then by Lemma 3.6, λ d ( N ) = 0. Note that T is a bijection on X \ N . Hence, T is an a.e. invertible, measure preserving transformation on ( X, B, λ d ), which proves (ne4). The measure
, satisfies µ(X) > 0 by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5, and has its support contained in X. Hence, µ is an invariant measure for T , that is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. The projection map π : X → X is measurable and measure preserving, and
T ). This gives (ne1)-(ne3). In the next theorem, we prove (ne5).
Theorem 3.7. Let T be a right-continuous β-transformation as in Definition 2.4 with a Pisot unit β and A ⊂ Q(β). Then the dynamical system ( X, B, λ d , T ) is a natural extension of the dynamical system (X, B, µ, T ).
Proof. We have already shown (ne1)-(ne4). The only thing that remains in order to get the theorem is that
By the definition of S, it is clear that k≥0
To show the other inclusion, take
Let n ≥ 1 be the first index such that w −n+1 = w ′ −n+1 , and set
. By the invertibility of T , the sets T n π −1 (B) and T n π −1 (B ′ ) are disjoint a.e., hence, for almost all points x, x ′ ∈ X, we can find two disjoint elements of T n π −1 (B) such that one point is contained in one element and the other element contains the other point. This shows that k≥0 T k π −1 (B) = B and thus that ( X, B, λ d , T ) is a natural extension of (X, B, µ, T ).
3.2. Shape of the natural extension domain. We can write
where ϕ is as in (8) and S as in (5). For the multiple tiling we will construct later on, the prototiles will be the sets
In this section, we show some properties of these sets.
Proof. Let x ∈ X and consider the subset W = {w ∈ ω A : w · b(x) ∈ S} of the compact space ω A. We want to show that W is closed and, hence, compact. Therefore, take some converging sequence (w (n) ) n≥0 ⊆ W and let lim n→∞ w (n) = w. For every k ≥ 0, we can find some n k ≥ 0 such that
is T -admissible for every k ≥ 0, thus w · b(x) ∈ S, and W is closed. Since D x is the image of the compact set W under the continuous map ϕ, it is compact as well.
To distinguish different sets D x , we introduce the set
where m x is the minimal positive integer such that
Note that m x > 1 only if x is a point of discontinuity of T (and T ), and that the set of these points is finite. Furthermore, X \ X is the (finite) set of left boundary points of X. Therefore, V is a finite set if and only if, for every x ∈ X ∩ X, m x < ∞ or x ∈ Q(β). (Recall that x ∈ Q(β) is equivalent with the fact that b(x) andb(x) are eventually periodic by Theorem 3.3.) We define furthermore, for every x ∈ X,
, where z is the smallest value in V or on the boundary of X with z > x. We will prove the following proposition.
Proposition 3.9. If x ∈ X and y ∈ J x , then D x = D y . If V is a finite set, then
The main ingredient of the proof of Proposition 3.9 is the following simple lemma. We extend the definition of ϕ to finite sequences v 1 · · · v n ∈ A n , n ≥ 0, by
Proof. We have
By applying Φ to this equation, the lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.11. Let x ∈ X, y ∈ J x , and v 1 · · · v n b(x) be a T -admissible sequence. Then there exists a T -admissible sequence v
where ρ = max 2≤j≤d |β j | < 1 and the constant implied by the O-symbol depends only on T .
Proof. If v 1 · · · v n b(y) is T -admissible, then the lemma clearly holds with v
Let k be minimal with this property.
Suppose first that z k ∈ X. Then we show
In the latter case, we must have
By the maximality of i, we get m T i z k = n − k − i, thus (13) holds in this case as well. By Lemma 3.10, we have ϕ(
Since k is chosen minimally, we have .
is T -admissible as well, then Lemma 3.11 holds with v
Now, suppose that z k ∈ X, i.e., that z k is a right boundary point of X. Since T −1 {z k } consists only of right boundary points of sets X a , the minimality of k implies that k = 0. We show that there exists some z ′ ∈ X ∩ X and h ≥ 1 such that T h z ′ = z 0 . If such z ′ and h, then every set T −h {z 0 }, h ≥ 1, would consist only of right boundary points of X. Since there are only finitely many of those points,b(z 0 ) would be purely periodic and T n z 0 ∈ X, contradicting that T n z 0 = z ∈ X. Therefore, we have T h z ′ = z 0 for some z ′ ∈ X ∩ X and h ≥ 1. As in the preceding paragraph, we obtain
n is a finite set, the algorithm terminates. The number of instances of k = 0 is bounded by the number of right boundary points of X, thus the error term only depends on T and is O(ρ n ).
Lemma 3.11 holds in the other direction too.
Lemma 3.12. Let x ∈ X, y ∈ J x , and v 1 · · · v n b(y) be a T -admissible sequence. Then there exists a T -admissible sequence v
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.11. If
, as above. Furthermore, for every z ′ < z which is sufficiently close to z,
, respectively, is not T -admissible, then we iterate with this sequence as new v 1 · · · v n and z as new y. Note that the new sequence
is T -admissible for every z ′ in a non-empty interval [z, y). As above, the algorithm terminates.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. Let x, y ∈ X satisfy the conditions of the proposition, and take w = (w k ) k≤0 with w · b(x) ∈ S. For n ≥ 1, let w
Since ϕ(w (n) ) ∈ D y and D y is compact, we obtain that ϕ(w) ∈ D y , hence D x ⊆ D y . By Lemma 3.12, we also obtain that D y ⊆ D x . Therefore, D x = D y for all y ∈ J x . If V is finite, then X = x∈V J x , and (11) follows from (9).
The sets D x can be subdivided according to the following lemma.
Lemma 3.13. For every x ∈ X, we have
If V is finite, then this union is disjoint up to sets of measure zero (with respect to λ d−1 ).
Proof. Let x ∈ X. Then for every a ∈ A for which ab(x) is T -admissible, there is a unique y ∈ T −1 {x} with b(y) = ab(x). Moreover, for each w ∈ ω A, we have wa · b(x) ∈ S if and only if w · ab(x) ∈ S. Since ϕ(wa) = M β ϕ(w) + Φ(a), we obtain (14).
Assume now that V is finite. Let y, y
Using Lemma 3.13, we will show in Proposition 4.6 that the boundary of every D x , x ∈ X, has zero measure if V is finite. Furthermore, (14) provides a graph-directed iterated function system (GIFS) in the sense of [MW88, Fal97] for the sets D x , x ∈ V, if V is finite. More precisely, there exists a labeled directed graph with set of vertices V and set of edges E such that
where (x, x ′ , a) is in E for x, x ′ ∈ V, a ∈ A, if and only if (x + a)/β ∈ J x ′ . Note that the multiplication by M β is a contracting map on H. Every GIFS has a unique solution with nonempty compact sets, see [MW88, Fal97] . The sets D x , x ∈ V, form this solution since they are compact by Lemma 3.1 and non-empty by the surjectivity of T . Now, consider the measure µ, defined by µ(E) = (λ d • π −1 )(E) for all measurable sets E. If V is finite, then there exists some constant c > 0 such that
Hence, the support of µ is the union of the intervals J x , x ∈ V, with λ d−1 (D x ) > 0. On the support, µ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. If the transformation T has a unique invariant measure that is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure, then µ must be this measure. This is the case for the classical greedy and lazy β-transformations, and for the greedy and lazy β-transformations with arbitrary digits as well as for the symmetric β-transformations from Example 2.12.
3.3. Examples of natural extensions. We will discuss some examples. For each example, there is a figure containing the graph of the transformation and the natural extension domain. In the graph of the transformation, dotted lines indicate the orbits of points of importance.
Example 3.14. Let β be the golden ratio, i.e., the positive solution of the equation x 2 − x − 1 = 0. The other solution of this equation is β 2 = −1/β. Then
The greedy β-transformation is given by A = {0, 1}, X 0 = [0, 1/β), X 1 = [1/β, 1). We have T x = T x for all x ∈ (0, 1) \ {1/β}, T k (1/β) = 0 for all k ≥ 1, T (1/β) = 1 ∈ X, T (1) = 1/β, thus V = {0, 1/β}. The transformation and its natural extension are depicted in Figure 2 .
Figure 2. The (greedy) β-transformation, β = (1 + √ 5)/2, and its natural extension.
In general, for the classical greedy β-transformation, we have
Example 3.15. Let β be again the golden ratio, but A = {−1, 0, 1},
This is an example of a minimal weight transformation with α = β+β −4 β 2 +1 , see Example 2.11. The points of discontinuity have the expansions
where we write1 instead of −1, thus m −α = m α = 5. Furthermore, X \ X = {−βα} = {T (−α)} and T α = βα ∈ X, thus V consists of 15 of the 16 points In Figure 3 , we can see the transformation and the orbits of −α, α on the left, the natural extension domain X and its decomposition into X a , a ∈ A, as well as the sets J x − D x , x ∈ V, in the middle, and the decomposition of T X on the right. Since T 5 α = T 5 α = .(0001) ω ∈ V, there is no dotted line for this point in the natural extension domain. The point lies between the first and second dotted line, counted from the origin in the direction of v 1 and is the point above which the boundary between T X 1 and T X 0 makes the step. That this point is not in V implies that D x does not change here, but we can see that the shape of the sets T X 1 and T X 0 changes. This means that the decomposition of D x according to (14) changes here. The same happens at
(0001) ω with T X −1 and T X 0 . Note also that −α and α are not in V.
Figure 3. The transformation from Example 3.15 and its natural extension.
Example 3.16. Let T be the symmetric β-transformation for the golden ratio β, i.e., A = {−1, 0, 1},
2 , see Example 2.12. We have T 4 −1
. The transformation and its natural extension are depicted in Figure 4 . Note that 0 is a repelling fixed point of the transformation. Here, this implies that, for all
When we construct a multiple tiling for T , we want to disregard these sets and we achieve this by restricting T to the support of its invariant measure µ, which is the set [−
If we restrict T to this set, T is a right-continuous β-transformation of which the domain X is not a half-open interval. The set X 0 is split into two parts as well.
For other values of β, we refer to Section 4.5.
Figure 4. The transformation from Example 3.16 and its natural extension.
Example 3.17. We will see in Section 4 that λ 2 ( X) = 1 in Examples 3.14-3.16. For a transformation with λ 2 ( X) > 1, let β be again the golden ratio, now A = {−1, 1}, Figure 5 .
Example 3.18. Consider now a minimal weight transformation with the Tribonacci number β, which is the real solution of the equation
. We see the transformation and X in Figure 6 . Figure 5 . The transformation from Example 3.17 and its natural extension. Figure 6 . The transformation from Example 3.18 and its natural extension domain. 
Tilings
In this section, we consider two types of (multiple) tilings which are closely related. The first one is an aperiodic (multiple) tiling of the hyperplane H by sets D x defined in (9). The second one is a periodic (multiple) tiling of R d by the closure Y of the natural extension domain X. As for the natural extensions, T is a right-continuous β-transformation and β a Pisot unit. We furthermore assume that A ⊂ Z[β], i.e., that q = 1 in Lemma 3.5, and that the set V, which is defined in (10), is finite.
4.1. Tiling of the contracting hyperplane. We define tiles in the hyperplane H by
with Φ as in (7) and D x as in (9).
Remark 4.1. The tiles are often defined in R r × C s , where r is the number of real conjugates and 2s is the number of complex conjugates of β. We clearly have R r × C s ≃ H. We choose to work in H because many statements are easier to formulate in H than in R r × C s .
The family T = {T x } x∈Z[β]∩X is a multiple tiling of the space H if the following properties hold. (mt1) There are only finitely many different sets D x , and these sets are compact.
(mt2) The family T is locally finite, i.e., for every y ∈ H, there is a positive r such that the set {x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X : T x ∩ B(y, r) = ∅} is finite.
(mt3) T gives a covering of H: for every y ∈ H, there is a tile T x , such that y ∈ T x .
(mt4) Every set D x , x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X, is the closure of its interior.
(mt5) There is an integer m ≥ 1 such that almost all points of H are in exactly m different tiles. The number m is called the covering degree of the multiple tiling. A tiling is a multiple tiling with covering degree 1.
The tiles T x , x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X, are translates of a finite collection of compact sets by Lemma 3.8, Proposition 3.9 and the finiteness of V. This proves (mt1). An important tool for showing (mt2)-(mt5) will be that the set of translation vectors, Φ(Z[β] ∩ X), is a Delone set in H, i.e., that it is uniformly discrete and relatively dense in H. Precisely,
• A set Z is relatively dense in H if there is an R > 0, such that, for every y ∈ H, B(y, R) ∩ Z = ∅.
• A set Z is uniformly discrete if there is an r > 0 such that, for every y ∈ Z, the set B(y, r) ∩ Z contains only one element. In [Moo97] , Moody studied, among other things, Delone sets. He gave a detailed exposition of Meyer's theory, which was developed in [Mey72] . According to Meyer, model sets for cut and project schemes are Delone. We will use this to prove Lemma 4.3. We also need the following lemma. , where E ⊂ R is bounded and has non-empty interior, is uniformly discrete and relatively dense. In particular, this holds for Φ(Z[β] ∩ X).
Proof. By Proposition 2.6 from [Moo97] , it suffices to show that Φ(Z[β] ∩ E) is a model set.
Define the projection π H :
, with π 1 as in Section 3.1, and set ι(x) = (π H (x), π 1 (x)). Then the pair (H × R, ι(Z d )) is a cut and project scheme, since
The injectivity of π H on Z d follows again from the linear independence of the coefficients of v 1 over Q. Now, let E ⊂ R be a bounded set with non-empty interior. Then
is a model set, and therefore a Delone set by Proposition 2.6 from [Moo97] .
Corollary 4.4. The family {T x } x∈Z[β]∩X is locally finite.
Proof. This follows immediately from the uniform discreteness of Φ(Z[β] ∩ X), the injectivity of Φ and the fact that ϕ(w) , w ∈ ω A, is bounded.
Hence we have (mt2). The next lemma gives (mt3).
Lemma 4.5. We have Proof.
We first show that λ d−1 (∂D y ) = 0 for some y ∈ X with λ d−1 (D y ) > 0, and then extend this property to arbitrary x ∈ X.
Since H = z∈Z[β]∩X T z , there exists, by Baire's theorem, some z ∈ Z[β] ∩ X such that T z , and thus D z , has an inner point (with respect to H). By iterating (14), we obtain for all k ≥ 1 that D z is the (up to sets of measure zero) disjoint union of
is expanding on H, there must be some y ∈ T −k {z} for sufficiently large k such that
is contained in the interior of D z , and
Since the intersection of these sets has zero measure, we obtain λ d−1 (∂D y ) = 0. Now, consider a set M β D z + ϕ(b 1 (z)), z ∈ T −1 {y}, in the subdivision of D y . Every point on the boundary of this set is either also on the boundary of another set from the subdivision, or not. If not, then the point is in ∂D y . Therefore, we have λ d−1 (∂D z ) = 0 for every z ∈ T −1 {y}. It remains to show that, when iterating this argument, every D x with λ d−1 (D x ) > 0 occurs eventually in one of these subdivisions. By Proposition 3.9, it is sufficient to consider x ∈ V.
Similarly to the graph of the GIFS, let G be the weighted directed graph with set of vertices
and an edge from x to x ′ if and only if T −1 J x ∩ J x ′ = ∅. Then we have λ d−1 (∂D x ′ ) = 0 for every x ′ ∈ V which can be reached from the vertex x satisfying y ∈ J x . Let the weight of an edge be λ
Since T is bijective off of a set of Lebesgue measure zero, the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges as well as the sum of the weights of the ingoing edges must equal λ d (J x v 1 − D x ) for every x ∈ V ′ . This implies that every connected component of G must be strongly connected, in the sense that if two vertices are in the same connected component, then there is a path from one vertex to the other and the other way around.
Let C be a (strongly) connected component of G and
Therefore, the restriction of T to X ′ is a right-continuous β-transformation, and this restriction changes every D x , x ∈ X ′ , only by a set of measure zero. The arguments of the preceding paragraph provide some y ∈ X ′ with λ d−1 (∂D y ) = 0, and we obtain λ d−1 (∂D x ) = 0 for all x ∈ X ′ , thus for all x ∈ X.
If we want that (mt4) holds, then we clearly have to exclude non-empty tiles of measure zero. This means that X has to be the support of the invariant measure µ = λ d • π −1 , which is defined in Section 3.1. Note that restricting T to the support of µ changes the tiles only by sets of measure zero.
For a subset E ⊆ H, let int(E) denote the interior of E (in H), and let E be the closure of E. Proof. Since the tiles are compact, we have int(D x ) ⊆ D x for every x ∈ X. For the other inclusion, we show that
The family T is self-replicating, i.e., for each element T x of T , we can write M −1 β T x as the (up to sets of measure zero) disjoint union of elements from T . By Lemma 3.13, we have
For y ∈ H and r > 0, the local arrangement in B(y, r) is the set
As a next step in proving that the family T is a multiple tiling, we will show that T is quasiperiodic, i.e., for any r > 0, there is an R > 0 such that, for any y, y ′ ∈ H, the local arrangement in B(y, r) appears up to translation in the ball B(y ′ , R). By Lemma 4.3 and since Φ is injective, the set of elements y ∈ Z[β] satisfying (17) is finite. Call this set F , and note that 0 ∈ F . Now, take some local arrangement P(B(y, r)) and x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X such that T x ∈ P(B(y, r)). For any y ∈ F , if x + y ∈ X, then there is an ε y > 0 such that J x+y = [x + y, x + y + ε y ), and if x + y ∈ X, then there is an ε y > 0 such that [x + y, x + y + ε y ) ∩ X = ∅. Let ε = min y∈F ε y and consider some z ∈ Z[β]∩[0, ε). For any y ∈ F , we have either x+ y ∈ X and T x+y+z = T x+y + Φ(z) since D x+y+z = D x+y , or x + y ∈ X and x + y + z ∈ X. Therefore, P(B(y + Φ(z), r)) is equal to P(B(y, r)), up to translation by Φ(z).
By Lemma 4.3, Φ(Z[β] ∩ [0, ε)) is relatively dense in H. Thus, every local arrangement occurs relatively densely in H. Since the number of local arrangements is finite, the lemma is proved.
Lemma 4.5 implies that every y ∈ H lies in at least one tile. By the local finiteness of T , there exists an m ≥ 1 such that every element of H is contained in at least m tiles in T and there exist elements of H that are not contained in m + 1 tiles. For this m, a point y ∈ H lying in exactly m tiles is called an m-exclusive point. A point lying in exactly one tile is called an exclusive point. Similarly to [IR06] , we obtain the following proposition, which gives (mt5).
Proposition 4.9. There exists an m ≥ 1 such that almost every y ∈ H is contained in exactly m tiles.
Proof. We first show that the set of points that do not lie on the boundary of a tile is open and of full measure. Let C = x∈Z[β]∩X ∂T x denote the union of the boundaries of all the tiles in T . This set is closed, since it is the countable union of closed sets that are locally finite. Hence, H \ C is open. By Proposition 4.6, we also have λ d−1 (C) = 0. Let m be as in the paragraph preceding the proposition, and x ∈ H be an m-exclusive point, lying in the tiles T x1 , . . . , T xm . Since the tiles are closed, there is an ε > 0 such that B(x, ε)∩T x = ∅ for all x ∈ (Z[β]∩X)\{x 1 , . . . , x m }. Since every point lies in at least m tiles, we have B(x, ε) ⊆ T x k for 1 ≤ k ≤ m. By the self-replicating property, M −1 β T x k subdivides into tiles from T with disjoint interior, hence almost every point in M −1 β B(x, ε) is also contained in exactly m tiles. The same holds for almost every point in M −n β B(x, ε), for all n ≥ 1. Now take a point y ∈ H \ C. Since H \ C is open, there is an r > 0 such that B(y, r) ⊆ H \ C, i.e., every point in B(y, r) lies in the same set of tiles. By the quasi-periodicity, translations of the local arrangement P(B(y, r)) occur relatively densely in H. Since the matrix M −1 β is expanding on H, there is therefore an n ≥ 1 such that M −n β B(x, ε) contains a translation of P (B(y, r) ), which implies that B(y, r) and thus y lies in exactly m tiles.
We have now established all the properties of a multiple tiling. 
4.2.
To find an exclusive point. Theorem 4.10 gives conditions under which T is a multiple tiling, but it gives no information about the covering degree. Indeed, it is quite difficult to determine this degree if m ≥ 2, because one has two find a set of positive measure lying in m tiles, cf. Section 4.5. It is much easier to prove that T is a tiling, by Remark 4.11.
Denote by P the set of points x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X with purely periodic T -expansion, i.e., T n x = x for some n ≥ 1. Using the characterization of purely periodic points in Theorem 3.2, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 4.13. The origin 0 belongs to T x , x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X, if and only if x ∈ P . The set P is finite.
Proof. Let x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X. By definition, we have T x = Φ(x) + D x , thus 0 ∈ T x if and only if Φ(x) ∈ −D x , i.e., Ψ(x) ∈ xv 1 − D x . By (9) and Theorem 3.2, this is equivalent with x ∈ P . The finiteness of P follows from the local finiteness of T . Therefore, 0 is an exclusive point if and only if P consists only of one element. This generalizes the (F) property which was introduced in [FS92] , see also [Aki99] . If 0 is contained in more than one tile, then it is more difficult to determine the covering degree m. Corollary 4.16 provides an easy way to determine the number of tiles to which a point belongs. We restrict to points Φ(z), 
Since M β is contracting, we obtain that Φ(
, lies in the tile T x , x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X, if and only if there exists some y ∈ P and some k ≥ 0 such that
where n ≥ 1 is the period length of y, i.e., T n y = y.
Proof. Let Φ(z) ∈ T x , which means that Φ(z) = Φ(x) + ϕ(w) for some w ∈ ω A with w · b(x) ∈ S, and set
is bounded, hence the set {x k − β −k z : k ≥ 0} is finite by Lemma 4.3 and the injectivity of Φ. This means that there exists some y such that x k − β −k z = y for infinitely many k ≥ 0. Since x k ∈ X and X is left-closed, we obtain y ∈ X. Moreover, we can choose y such that {k ≥ 0 : x k − β −k z = y} has bounded gaps. Therefore, there exist two successive elements k and k + n of this set such that [T j y, T j y + β −k−n+j z] ⊂ X b1(T j y) for all 0 ≤ j < n. We have
For the other direction, assume that (18) holds. Then we have
A, j ≥ 0, be sequences with w (j) · b(y + β −k−jn z) ∈ S, and set
Then we have z j ∈ T T k+jn (y+β −k−jn z) = T x and lim j→∞ z j = Φ(z), thus Φ(z) ∈ T x .
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.15, since y ∈ P implies T j y ∈ P for all j ≥ 0.
The proof of the following proposition shows how to construct an exclusive point from points with weaker properties. This generalizes the (W) property and Proposition 2 in [Aki02] , where x = 0, since T k β z = 0 means that the β-expansion of z is finite.
Proposition 4.17. Let ε = min y∈P min{z > y : z ∈ X b1(y) } − y β. Then T x , x ∈ P , contains an exclusive point if and only if, for every y ∈ P , there exists some z ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, ε) and some k ≥ 0 such that
Proof. If T x contains an exclusive point, then it contains an exclusive point Φ(z ′ ), z ′ ∈ Z[β]∩[0, ∞) by Lemma 4.14. By Corollary 4.16, we have some k ≥ 0 with T k (y + β −k z ′ ) = x for all y ∈ P , and [y, y + β −k−1 z] ⊂ X b1(y) . This implies β −k z ′ < ε, hence we can choose z = β −k z ′ . For the converse, let P = {x, y 1 , . . . , y h } and assume that, for every y ∈ P , there exists some z ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, ε) and some k ≥ 0 such that (20) holds. It suffices to consider the case h ≥ 2, since 0 is an exclusive point of T x in case h = 0 and, in case h = 1, Corollary 4.16 shows that β k z is an exclusive point of
, then we will recursively construct a point z h for which T k (y + β −k z h ) = x for all y ∈ P , with some k ≥ 0 satisfying the conditions of Corollary 4.16.
First note that, if (20) holds for some k, z, then it also holds for z ′ = β −n z and k ′ = k + n if n is a multiple of the period lengths of x and y, since T n (y + β −n z) = T n y + z = y + z and T n (x + β −n z) = x + z by the choice of ε. Therefore, we can find arbitrarily small z such that (20) holds. For every such z, we can find arbitrarily large k such that (20) holds since x ∈ P .
Choose, as a first step, z
for all y ∈ P , which can be done by choosing z ′ 1 sufficiently small, • T k1 (y 2 +z ′ 1 ) ∈ P , which can be done by choosing k 1 sufficiently large since the T -expansion of y 2 + z ′ 1 is eventually periodic by Theorem 3.3. Now, suppose that, for 1 ≤ n < h, we have k n ≥ 0 and z ′ n ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, ε) that satisfy all of the following, where z 0 = 0, z n = β kn (z n−1 + z ′ n ) and
Then by (iv) and (20), we have arbitrarily small z
) and s n+1 = s n + k n+1 , then by choosing z n+1 small enough, and by (ii), we can get
for all y ∈ P . If n + 1 < h, then, by Theorem 3.3, we can choose k n+1 large enough such that This leads us to define the following generalizations of the (F) and the (W) property, where ε = min y∈P min{z > y : z ∈ X b1(y) } − y β as in Proposition 4.17. Recall that P is the set of points in Z[β] ∩ X with purely periodic T -expansion.
(F) : P consists of only one element.
Clearly, (F) implies (W). We have the following corollary of Proposition 4.17. 4.4. Examples of (multiple) tilings. Consider now the multiple tilings defined by the transformations in the examples of Section 3.3. In Figure 8 , we see the natural extension domain X and its translation by the vectors (1, 0) t , (0, 1) t and (1, 1) t for Examples 3.14 and 3.15. The third picture in Figure 8 shows X and its translations by the vectors (2, 0) t , (0, 2) t and (2, 2) t for Example 3.17. It follows that T is a tiling for Examples 3.14 and 3.15, while the covering degree is 4 for Example 3.17. Indeed, P = {0} and thus (F) holds in Examples 3.14 and 3.15. For Example 3.14, this was first proved in [FS92] . For Example 3.15, this follows from the fact that, for any x ∈ Z[β] ∩ X, every β-expansion of minimal weight is finite, thus T n x = 0 for some n ≥ 0. In the following parapraph, we give a short direct proof for P = {0} in these two examples.
For general transformations with β = (1 + √ 5)/2 and A ⊆ {−1, 0, 1}, note that |β 2 | = 1/β, thus ϕ(w) ∈ 
In Examples 3.14 and 3.15, we have T 2 (1/β 2 ) = T (1/β) = 0, T 2 (−1/β 2 ) = T (−1/β) = 0, thus P = {0}, and T is a tiling. In Example 3.17, we have P = {−1, −1/β, −1/β 2 , 0, 1/β 2 }. Using Corollary 4.16, it is easy to find a point lying in exactly 4 tiles, e.g. Φ(1). Hence the covering degree is at most 4. It is slightly harder to show that some set with non-empty interior is covered 4 times. Recall that V = {−1, −1/β, 1/β}. By (14), we have the decompositions
The equalities
, with the unique solution of non-empty compact sets
Note that an important difference between this transformation and all other examples we are considering is that we do not have β −1 x ∈ T −1 {x} here.
We can generalize Example 3.15 in the following way. Let β be the golden ratio and take any α ∈ β β 2 +1 , If α ∈ Q(β), then b(α) is aperiodic by Theorem 3.3. By Proposition 2.14, this implies thatS is not sofic, hence there are many possibilities to obtain tilings from non-sofic shifts. Moreover, T is not a self-affine tiling in the sense of [Pra99, Sol97] if α ∈ Q(β), because there exists no coloring c(T ) with finitely many colors c(T x ), x ∈ X, and the following two properties if c(T x ) = c(T y ):
• T x is a translate of T y , i.e., D x = D y ,
• the colors of the tiles constituting M −1
β T x are equal to the colors in M −1 β T y . Indeed, there exists some x ∈ V such that {T k α : k ≥ 1} ∩ J x is infinite. Take y, z ∈ J x such that y < T k (α) ≤ z for some k ≥ 1, and let k be minimal with this property. Then the subdivision of D y given by iterating (14) k times is different from that of D z , which implies that the number of colors must be infinite. 4.5. Symmetric β-transformations. Recall that the symmetric β-transformation is defined in [AS07] by T x = βx − ⌊βx + 1/2⌋ on X = [−1/2, 1/2). If β ≤ 3, then this means in our setting that A = {−1, 0, 1},
The case β < 2 plays a special role. In this case, we have T −1 {0} = {0}, thus D 0 = {0}. Indeed, the support X ′ of the invariant measure given by the natural extension in Section 3.1 is contained in − 1 2 ,
Recall that it is natural to restrict T to X ′ when we consider (multiple) tilings. Then 0 ∈ P . Since P is non-empty, we have by the symmetry of the transformation that if x ∈ P , then also −x ∈ P , which implies that (F) cannot hold. (The fact that T is not symmetric on the endpoints of the intervals plays no role since the endpoints are not in Z[β].) 4.5.1. Quadratic Pisot units. If β is a quadratic Pisot unit, then Theorem 3.8 in [AS07] shows that (F) holds for the symmetric β-transformation if and only if β > 2.
The only quadratic Pisot unit with β < 2 is the golden ratio β = (1+ √ 5)/2. The transformation and its natural extension is given in Example 3.16 and Figure 4 , and the translations of X by integer vectors are depicted in Figure 9 . By the considerations in Section 4.4, we obtain P = {±1/β 2 }. Here, (W) holds since z = Hence, Corollary 4.18 implies that the symmetric β-transformation with a quadratic Pisot unit β always gives a tiling. Remark 4.24. It is conjectured that the greedy β-transformation T β x = βx − ⌊βx⌋ on X = [0, 1) produces a tiling for every Pisot unit β. This is a version of the Pisot conjecture, and it is known to be true for all cubic Pisot units ( [ARS04] ). It is therefore quite surprising that this conjecture does not hold when we shift X from [0, 1) to [−1/2, 1/2) and set T x = βx − ⌊βx + 1/2⌋.
Remark 4.25. If we do not restrict T to the support of the invariant measure, then {0, ±1/β 3 } are purely periodic points in Z[β] ∩ X for the symmetric β-transformation with the smallest Pisot number. We have D x = {0} for every x ∈ Figure 11 . Tilings from the symmetric β-transformation, β 3 = 2β 2 − β + 1 (left) and β 3 = β 2 + 1 (right).
The case β 3 = β 2 + 1 is very similar to the preceding one. We have P = {±1/β 2 , ±1/β 3 }, b(1/β 3 ) = (0101) ω , and Φ(4) is an exclusive point of T 4−β−β 2 , see Figure 11 .
Finally, let β be the Tribonacci number, i.e., β 3 = β 2 + β + 1. The support of the invariant measure is X ′ = − Proving that T is not a tiling is more complicated than for the smallest Pisot number and for Example 3.17. We use the description of T -admissible sequences in Theorem 2.5 and the transducer in Figure 13 to show that the subtile M for all k ≥ 1, i.e., the sequence 000 is forbidden as well. Remark 4.26. In the transducer in Figure 13 , every output gives a T -admissible sequence. It is possible to construct a similar (but larger) transducer where both the input and the output give T -admissible sequences. This means that almost every point in T .(101) ω ∩ T .(011) ω is represented by a unique path in the new transducer. Then this intersection has positive measure if and only if the largest eigenvalue of the new transducer is equal to β, cf. Corollary 5.3 in [Sie04] . Since the set of differences y − x with T x ∩ T y = ∅ is finite by Proposition 4.8, this provides an effective method for deciding the tiling property wheneverS is a sofic shift, cf. Theorem 4.1 in [ST10] and Theorem 5.4 in [Sie04] .
